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AC COLLEGE TAKES
PRIZES AT CHICAGO

Thirty-one Prizes Are Idaho's Winnings at Seed Show

PRIZES taken by Idaho seeds in competition with all North American and in the international division of the Chicago National Seed Show are in demonstration again that the state of Idaho is leader in production for the small seed industry.

Some of Idaho's awards were in classes in which there were 12,000 entries. Thirty-one varieties were taken by Idaho, and the high number of entries, many from western states, was evidence of the interest shown in the industry. Pat Mott, judge, stated that the Idaho seeds impressed the judges and frequently gave the appearance that the entries were from each other verifying that Idaho seeds are in demand.

CLASSES WORK ON DISCUSSION SPEAKERS

One of the newest elements in Forum activities is the discussion of problems. This is put to a practical foundation by the New Student Forum, a program, considered progressive, being used by many students in the organization. The organization, which is a project of the National Student Forum, is composed of the individual chapters, the executive board, and the local staffs, and is controlled by the National Student Forum.